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Conserving birds and their habitats

2009 Milestones Pave the Way to Healthier
Bird Populations

T

The world is a better place for all of us, thanks to the
RMBO team members who selflessly dedicate themselves
to bird conservation. From humble beginnings to
international recognition for conservation achievement,
RMBO is on a path of success for bird conservation. In
2009, we experienced 20% growth in income and staff
donated nearly 8,000 hours to bird conservation above and
beyond normal work hours. Thousands of additional hours
were donated by board members and volunteers who assist
with citizen science efforts, data entry, and education
programs
We reached important milestones in 2009 including
enrolling the 100,000th acre of private land into
conservation programs that promote native bird
conservation through the Stewardship Division. In
cooperation with state agencies and the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, with our private lands wildlife
biologists paving the way, we will be able to double this
milestone in no time. Another milestone came from our
Science Division and the first ever broad-scale bird and
habitat monitoring program at a biologically defined
region, namely the Badlands and Prairie Bird Conservation
Region (BCR 17). The cutting-edge science being
implemented will allow RMBO and partners to better
detect population trends for birds including common and
rare species. Through our International Program, nearly
two dozen Mexican biologists were trained on grassland
bird identification and monitoring techniques, building
the capacity of our partners across the border to achieve
bird conservation. We also worked hand-in-hand with our

national and international partners to complete the firstever conservation assessment for Mexican bird species
to identify priorities for conservation. Our International
Program complements our bird conservation efforts in the
United States by engaging and working with partners in
Mexico where the majority of our grassland and montane
birds spend the winter.
The Old Stone House is another milestone for RMBO.
Just 10 years after the Old Stone House at Barr Lake State
Park became our headquarters we are ready for phase two
— an environmental learning center. The Environmental
Learning Center, which we will start developing in 2010,
complements our education efforts and our drive to get
children and families engaged in nature. We are committed
to engaging the next generation as they will determine how
lands are managed and conserved for people, agriculture,
and wildlife. We are excited to create and develop
demonstration grounds around the Old Stone House
that teach us how to live more sustainably and as better
neighbors to wildlife.
RMBO is on a solid financial foundation and we are
committed to broadening and diversifying our partners
and support. This will allow us to better address priority
conservation needs for birds including sound science, an
engaged citizenry, and partnerships on the land. This also
includes focusing on conservation in Mexico, the likely
weak link for many of our priority bird species of concern.
2009 was a challenging year for many partners and
friends. We thank all our partners, members, and
donors for helping it be a year of growth and significant
accomplishments for bird conservation locally, regionally,
and internationally. We are eager and excited about our
future, and efforts to conserve birds from the mountains of
Montana to the tropics of Mexico. The challenges are great
but with your help and support we can achieve our mission
of conserving birds and their habitats.
– Tammy VerCauteren
Executive Director

Ferruginous Hawk on cover ©dreamstime.com/Brenda Carson

RMBO is on the Move — Come Join Us!
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Two decades ago, centered in a Barr Lake State Park trailer,
RMBO quietly began monitoring birds. Today, RMBO
is helping to conserve birds and their habitats in twelve
states and Mexico! How did this growth come about?
RMBO’s unique method of helping starts by our collecting
data and developing knowledge through our scientific
studies. Land owners and managers need our accurate
information to make informed decisions regarding uses of
their lands. Our Education Division then engages people
in what we have learned, thus completing a full circle
approach.

secure even more public involvement, in membership,
volunteerism, and contributions.
Thanks to all the employees, members, contributors, board
members, and volunteers for helping RMBO in its mission
to conserve birds and their habitats. A special thanks to
retiring board members Chuck Bell and Linda Luther, and
to Chuck Hundertmark for his difficult-to-follow service
as Chairman.
Do you believe birds matter in our lives? Then help RMBO
now. Join, volunteer and contribute!
– Larry Modesitt
Board Chair

Ten years ago, it became apparent that purchasing land for
conservation was not enough. Most valuable habitat still
is in private hands. So RMBO initiated the Stewardship
Division to work with private landowners—for both better
land productivity and bird conservation. It also became
apparent that conserving birds only on their breeding
grounds was not sufficient. So RMBO formalized its
International Division five years ago to monitor conditions
and recommend solutions for our birds on Mexican
wintering grounds. Not surprisingly, the issues affecting
birds in the US—expanding row-crop agriculture,
population growth, and climate change—also impact birds
severely in Mexico. Our data and recommendations are
making a difference!
Despite the economy, RMBO remains strong. Our biggest
challenges relate to unfunded or underfunded projects. It
could be maintaining staff after one contract has ended but
before another begins. Or purchasing equipment such as
field vehicles or a GPS receiver. Some of the better known
volunteer projects—Bald Eagle Watch, Colony Watch,
Hawk Watch and various banding projects—also need
to cover expenses. For uses such as these, RMBO requires
funds from membership and contributions, currently only
2% of our $3 million budget.
To address these needs, we have communicated much
more. We presented programs to many organizations
to surprise audiences with the volume and quality of
RMBO’s work. By reaching more people, we hope we will
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Environmental Learning Center

A

Consolidating recommendations from all the participants
A vital piece of Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory’s
resulted in a two-year action plan that includes trails, an
mission is helping people understand and contribute to
conservation of birds and their habitats. To give that goal a amphitheater, backyard habitat demonstration gardens,
boost, in 2009 RMBO began planning a new environmental bilingual interpretive signage, and improvements to
the building’s classroom. Local partners who will help
learning center. The organization’s Old Stone House
implement the plan include Adams County Open Space,
property at Barr Lake State Park in Brighton, Colorado, is
Colorado State Parks, National
ideally suited for this, sitting
Park Service, Butterfly
at the interface of urban
We strive to ensure that the habitats of our
Pavilion, the Scientific and
and rural environments and
region do not go silent and a legacy of bird
boasting a mix of habitats. Barr songs and healthy environments are left for our Cultural Facilities District,
Lake, important for nesting
and Wildland Restoration
children and grandchildren.
Volunteers.
and wintering birds and as
a migratory stopover, has a
Messaging
diverse bird community year round.
Core messages for the new center are: “A healthy home
for birds is a healthy home for all of us” and “Invite an
Two-Year Action Plan
international traveler, a migratory bird, to your backyard or
In June, RMBO hosted a week-long National Association
community.” The center will offer landowner workshops,
for Interpretation training course at the Old Stone
student field trips, family programming, and professional
House where 20 board and staff members and landscape
development opportunities for teachers, which together
architects, interpretative guides, and park rangers from
will empower the community to take responsibility for
across the country focused on how to make the property
into an environmental learning center.
conserving natural resources.

New signage will welcome visitors and reflect the history of
the Old Stone House.
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A Sense of Place
The Old Stone House has a long history as
a location for studying birds, with records
stretching back more than 100 years. Built in
1889, it is considered one of the finest Swissstyle stone farmhouses remaining in the U.S.
and is listed as a State Historical Property
by the Colorado Historical Society. The
environmental learning center will capitalize
on the natural and cultural history of the
site to engage Brighton, Adams County,
and Denver Metro area homeowners, city

dwellers, agricultural producers, youth and families in bird
conservation.
Over the long-term, the project will help more teachers
incorporate environmental education into their classrooms;
promote more backyard habitat for wildlife and water
conservation; and help enhance native habitats for

agriculture and wildlife conservation. In addition, the
environmental learning center will give more families a
place to enjoy outdoor activities and nature exploration.
The environmental learning center will start to take shape
this fall with the trailhead and Prairie Loop Trail. Visit
www.rmbo.org for progress updates.

We plan to take advantage of the environment surrounding the Old Stone House for educational activities.

A healthy home for birds is a healthy home for all of us

©dreamstime.com/Brenda Carson

Collecting and Interpreting the Information

T

New Approaches for Monitoring
The new design implemented in BCR 17 serves as a
model for other long-term monitoring efforts because
of its ability to address the conservation and management
needs of a wide range of landowners and government
entities at both local and regional scales. The design
achieves effective collaboration in North American bird
population monitoring.

Special Species
RMBO completed
a regional Northern
Goshawk survey
for three partners in
2009, including the
Rocky Mountain and
Southwest Regions
of the USFS and the
Wyoming Game and
Fish Department.
Technicians covered
approximately 760
square miles of
forested land using
recorded calls to
elicit responses from
goshawks. Survey
results can be used to determine population trends and
the status of goshawk populations can be evaluated
in response to environmental changes, such as logging
practices or even climate change.

Monitoring population trends of both common and rare
species is a fundamental goal of the Science Division.
In 2009, we worked with US Forest Service (USFS),
Colorado State University, Colorado Division of Wildlife,
and others to develop new ways to analyze point-count
data (point counts are the standard method of collecting
data on bird populations). These new analyses will allow
us to discover population trends for uncommon species
across the landscape, enhancing our ability to monitor all
species.
New models are allowing us to create maps of breeding
bird distributions at large spatial scales. This can be useful
in predicting species distributions and determine how
species are responding to certain habitat features.We can
then work with land managers to promote essential habitat
features on the landscape and identify important areas for
conservation.
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Norbert Kenntner

Breeding Bird Atlas
RMBO, in cooperation with South Dakota Game, Fish
and Parks, conducted the second field season of the
second South Dakota Breeding Bird Atlas. This project
aims to map the current distributions of all breeding
birds in the state and then compare these distributions
to those mapped 20 years ago to see if bird populations
have changed. New projects in 2009 included special
owl surveys in the Black Hills and repeat surveys to
estimate species detection probabilities. We already have
confirmed 223 bird species, the same number that was
documented during the entire five years of field work
during the first atlas. Check out the atlas web site at
http://www.rmbo.org/sdbba2.

The Science Division is working in 12 states with
many partners to coordinate bird monitoring efforts at
large spatial scales. We accomplished the first-ever Bird
Conservation Region (BCR) monitoring design throughout
the Badlands and Prairies region (BCR17). We are also
developing programs to gain knowledge of species like the
Northern Goshawk, Black Swift, Mountain Plover, and
Ferruginous Hawk.

In August, we placed
light-level geolocators
on four Black Swifts
in western Colorado in
order to determine where
Colorado Black Swifts go
during the winter months.
The wintering range and
migration patterns of the
Black Swift is perhaps
the least understood of all
the birds breeding in the
contiguous United States.

Nebraska Prairie Partners is advancing our knowledge of
Ferruginous Hawks in western Nebraska. Ferruginous
Hawks are selecting trees for nesting sites near prairie
dog towns. As a result, we are constructing and installing
nesting platforms in suitable areas throughout western
Nebraska to provide this threatened bird with more
nesting substrate. These nesting platforms may
serve as mitigation sites should wind development
displace breeding pairs from their historic sites. See the
Stewardship Division (page 10) for more information.

Since 2001, Nebraska
A Black Swift patiently waits to
Prairie Partners, a
receive its geolocator.
cooperative effort
between RMBO and Nebraska Game and Parks
Commission, have protected nearly 450 Mountain Plover
nests from tillage operations in Nebraska. Mountain
Plover nests in Nebraska are very successful, and the local
population is larger than anticipated with more than 1,000
individuals. In 2010, we want to learn more about this
population including evaluating if young from nests we
protected are surviving to adulthood.

Future
The Science Division will continue to gain insight into
understudied species such as the Yellow-billed Cuckoo,
Flammulated Owl, and Black Swift. We will continue
to cooperate with the Avian Knowledge Alliance and
our federal and state partners across the nation to fill in
information gaps for large-scale monitoring programs.
We will work with partners to ensure the data we collect
are being used to guide land management decisions at all
geographic levels, from the local management unit to the
state and the Bird Conservation Region. We will design
and implement workshops for land managers that provide
tools for working with the data and applying it in the field.
All of our efforts will support our goal of using science to
provide our partners with the information necessary to
make informed decisions about bird conservation.

Science Division field crew trains on bird identification and data
collection.
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Instilling a Conser vation Ethic

D

During a Barr Lake Bird Hike, Amaya turned to an RMBO
naturalist and said, “I could not sleep last night.” When
the 9 year-old was asked why, she responded, “Because
I was so excited about coming here to see the eagles!”
Fast forward about 10 years, and you can picture Amaya
telling her college classmates that the reason she majored
in wildlife management was because of her 4th grade
experience of writing a report on eagles and then seeing
them in the wild. This experience, facilitated by RMBO,
had opened her eyes to the natural world, her role in it,
and the idea of a career in conservation. Add another 10
years, and Amaya is pausing from writing her dissertation
to check an eagle nest camera website. Add five more
years, and Amaya is spending a weekend camping and bird
watching with her young family.

sustainability. This progression will occur if we offer
repeated, mentored experiences in the outdoors.
Full-circle Approach
Perhaps one of RMBO’s greatest examples of our full-circle
approach — using science, stewardship, and education
together to achieve conservation — is through the work
of our Nebraska Prairie Partners program. Our biologists
work together to educate students, teachers, resource
professionals and landowners on pine forest and shortgrass
prairie ecology. For example, in 2009, 60 educators and
landowners participated in a Pine Ridge Biodiversity
Workshop. Participants enjoyed an owl prowl, learned
about the area’s history and the Nebraska Natural Legacy
Project, and toured an existing pine-thinning area as an
example of a project they could implement on their land.
Students learned similar concepts through our Panhandle
Eco-Extravaganza about Prairies (PEEP) program. Our
biologists bring PEEP to schools around the panhandle and
engage the students through interactive
presentations and activities such as
role-playing in predator-prey games
and as “Critter Scene Investigators.”
Six months after PEEP, an RMBO
educator had another program with
one of the schools, and many of the
kids asked to be a Ferruginous Hawk
in the predator-prey game because they
remembered factual information about
the species. We were excited to hear
what the students remembered and
the opportunity for a second program
allowed us to build on this learning and
take conservation concepts further.

Disconnect with Nature
A major factor in declining wildlife habitat and populations
is the disconnect between humans and the natural world.
Most citizens lack understanding of
natural systems and the skills necessary
to be stewards of the environment.
To combat this, RMBO uses the
environment as a context for learning.
This creates an awareness of the
outdoors and teaches critical life skills,
including problem solving and decision
making. We believe that birds are the
perfect “hook,” or gateway, to get people
outdoors and interested in conservation
because birds are attractive and
easily seen in most places. As people’s
interest in birds develops, so too will
conservation-oriented values and an
understanding of complex issues such
The young and young at heart enjoy
as migration, habitat protection, and
seeing birds at our banding stations.
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Making Connections
In 2009, RMBO engaged over 23,000 citizens in
conservation via school programs, workshops, and public
events throughout Colorado and Nebraska. RMBO works
in 12 states and Mexico, but we currently have educators
in just these two states. Nearly 7,000 of these participants
were students on a field trip or attending a special program
at their school. In Nebraska, RMBO works with nearly a
third of the western panhandle’s K-12 students every year.
Our Colorado education programs focus on the Denver
metro area, but through our banding station partners, we
reach students from Colorado Springs to Grand Junction.
RMBO’s seven banding stations engage students
in ornithology by providing opportunities for seeing
birds up close and biologists in action. Students get to
collect and analyze data and watch the banding process
firsthand. Most classes also go on nature hikes, learn to use
binoculars, and discuss migration. Banding also provides
a wealth of biological information about bird populations.
In 20 years, RMBO has banded more than 180,000 birds.
Our data contribute to knowledge on migration (timing
and routes), population dynamics (sex and age ratios),
body condition of individuals, and longevity records for
individual species.
Future
Over the next several years, we want to double the number
of students participating in our programs. To strengthen
knowledge comprehension and skill development, at least
a quarter of these students will have multiple experiences
with RMBO. We will accomplish our long-term goals by
continuing the successful programs mentioned above and
through the following new initiatives:
• Old Stone House site plans. We will develop
our headquarters, The Old Stone House, into an
environmental learning center (see details on page 4).
• Volunteers. Through volunteers, RMBO is increasing
our capacity to deliver quality environmental
education programs and collect scientific data.
In 2009, we received a grant from Colorado
Youth Corps Association that enabled us to hire
an AmeriCorps*VISTA as our first Volunteer
Coordinator. The VISTA position is focused on
recruiting and retaining education and citizen science

volunteers. We are developing an RMBO Naturalist
program which will train new education volunteers
in content and teaching techniques. In 2010, we will
improve our “citizen scientist” efforts of ColonyWatch,
Bald Eagle Watch, Hawk Watch, and other programs,
including more staff support, training, and online data
entry.
• Clubs and Camps. To further cultivate a sense of
place and interest in spending time outdoors, RMBO
is starting after-school and family nature clubs in
Brighton, CO and Scottsbluff, NE. Leisure time spent
together will positively impact family interaction and
stability, and outdoor activities will help families to
become better stewards of the environment. We are
also offering summer camps in both locations and plan
to bring back “On the Wing,” RMBO’s overnight camp
for young teenagers, in 2011.

Campers take a break in the shade from exploring
nature.

Our education programs are considered successful
when they contribute toward the full-circle approach to
conservation by fostering connections between humans
and the natural world. In the next few years, we expect to
see increases in the programs we offer, schools and families
returning for multiple outdoor experiences, volunteers
joining RMBO, and financial support for RMBO. In the
long term, these successes will lead to more students
choosing natural resources as a profession, more citizens
being environmentally literate, and on-the-ground changes
such as increased habitat for birds.

“Thank you for answering my questions at the end of the hike. Throughout the hike, I liked
it when we saw two hawks flying in the sky. I liked it because it was my first time to see
a hawk.... I liked it when you showed us some bird feathers. They were soft. When you
were talking I learned a few things. I learned that hawks don’t have to flap their wings
as much as other birds. I learned that the place we went hiking used to be a swamp.
Thank you helping me learn more about rocks and hawks.”
– 4th-grade participant in RMBO’s HawkWatch program

Improving the Land

T

The Stewardship Division marked a huge milestone
for RMBO with our 100,000th acre of wildlife habitat
enhanced! This goal, set back in 2004, was reached through
partnerships with other organizations and the hard work
and relationships built by the biologists working in the
Stewardship Division.

Foundation’s ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Grant, and an
Intermountain West Joint Venture Capacity Grant. In
Nebraska, our Nebraska Prairie Partners staff including a
Coordinating Wildlife Biologist in Scottsbluff continued
our habitat enhancement and landowner outreach efforts,
such as implementing pine thinning and invasive species
projects. A Farm Bill Biologist in Imperial focused on
playa lake restoration and restoring prescribed fire where
appropriate.

Private Lands Biologists
Our joint partnership with the Colorado Division of
Wildlife and the Natural Resources Conservation Service
supports four Private Lands Wildlife Biologists in the
Colorado communities of Durango, Greeley, Pueblo, and
Steamboat Springs. These biologists provide technical
assistance to landowners and resource professionals on
projects and management practices enhancing habitat
for species such as Greater Sage-Grouse, Lesser PrairieChicken, Northern Bobwhite, and Western Yellow-billed
Cuckoo. Projects in 2009 included grazing management,
riparian and wetland restoration, and removal and
management of invasive exotic species. These efforts
have been augmented with additional support from the
Playa Lakes Joint Venture, the National Fish and Wildlife

Cooperative Conservation
In 2009 Nebraska staff was instrumental in formulating
the Kimball County Conservation Cooperative, bringing
together landowners and natural resource professionals to
discuss issues and provide a forum to network. Our efforts
continue with support of the Nebraska Game and Parks
Commission, Natural Resources Conservation Service,
and the Nebraska Environmental Trust Fund. Similar
partnerships and cooperative conservation efforts are
ongoing in Colorado through the Prairie and Wetlands
Focus Area, a group promoting upland and wetland habitat
enhancement in eastern Colorado. Partnerships with other
conservation groups have developed as a result and several
have formed around geographic areas of the Colorado
plains:
• The Three Rivers Alliance. RMBO is working with
this landowner-led group in Yuma and Washington
Counties to address riparian habitat enhancement
including invasive species removal along the
Republican River.

Newly hatched Mountain Plover chicks.
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• Branson-Trinchera and Double El Conservation
Districts. RMBO is partnering with these conservation
districts to provide fencing and watering facilities
to convert expiring Conservation Reserve Program
grasslands back into grazing systems. Such use will be
far more compatible with the needs of grassland birds
than returning to a cropping system.

These cooperative efforts are true partnerships between
RMBO and private landowners. We recognize that, for
conservation to be effective and sustainable, it requires
relationships with people and it has to occur at the local
level. We are at the forefront of creating the initiatives that
yield grassroots conservation efforts.
Special Species Conservation
In 2009, the Nebraska Prairie Partners continued
transitioning the Mountain Plover Nest Marking Program
to a landowner-led conservation initiative. Landowners
located nearly 25% (19 out of 80) of the Mountain
Plover nests during the 2009 field season. Annually, we
meet with local producers to share information on the past
field season and future directions as part of an adaptive
management approach to conservation. The percent of
nests located by landowers has climbed over the years.
We expect this trend to continue to a point where a
sustainable Mountain Plover population can be achieved
solely by landowners who locate and avoid nests during
their tillage operations. Landowners in Colorado will be
transitioned in 2010 through a US Fish & Wildlife Service
Neotropical Migratory Bird Act grant.
Nebraska Prairie Partners also completed the installation
of 25 Ferruginous Hawk nesting platforms throughout
western Nebraska.
The purpose of
these platforms was
to: 1) provide the
state-threatened
Ferruginous Hawk
with more suitable
nesting sites, and 2)
involve landowners
in a hands-on
way to promote
the conservation
of this native
prairie bird. We
sought landowners
whose property
contained ideal
nesting habitat
for Ferruginous
Hawks, and who
Scouts pitch in to make a home
also wished to
for nesting Ferruginous Hawks.

engage in citizen
science. As part
of receiving a
nesting platform
on their property,
landowners are
required to check
for nesting activity
and report back
to Nebraska
Prairie Partners
biologists. The
Participants enjoy a relaxed ride at an
project has been
RMBO workshop.
a success, with
landowners playing a larger role in conservation and with
two of our nesting platforms having nest-building activity.
Future
The Stewardship Division strives to build a coalition
of landowners and managers across the Great Plains
and Intermountain West who are actively involved in
the conservation of lands important to birds. To that
end, we will continue to spend the majority of our time
raising awareness about birds and their habitat needs and
encouraging private landowners to incorporate those needs
into land management plans. We will build relationships
with landowners and find funding to enhance habitat
across Colorado, Wyoming, and western Nebraska. A
particular focus will be on our Private Lands Wildlife
Biologist program. Due to this program’s immense
success the Stewardship Division is working to expand.
Specifically, we are focusing on putting biologists in
eastern Wyoming and the Gunnison Basin of Colorado
and one who will focus on wetlands conservation
throughout Colorado. These positions will engage more
landowners and assist with the conservation of grassland,
sage shrubland, and wetland species. In addition, much
national conservation concern is focused on declining
Lesser Prairie-Chicken populations and the potential for
Endangered Species listing. We will assist landowners
and enhance habitat in southeastern Colorado to
promote sustainable populations and preclude the
need for regulation. With more biologists bringing more
landowners to our team, we expect we will achieve our
new goal of enhancing 200,000 acres of bird habitat within
the next few years.

RMBO’s popular “Pocket Guide to Prairie Birds”, first printed in 2003, underwent a significant
revision in 2009. The new guide features larger, crisper photos and information on
conservation for each species. This little guide has been our most successful outreach
publication, with more than 60,000 copies distributed to landowners, land managers, K-12
students, residents, and tourists throughout the Great Plains. Its success inspired a series of
pocket-sized field guides by other conservation organizations and government agencies.
In 2008, RMBO produced a Spanish-language guide built on this model and in 2010 we will
release two new guides, one on birds of the northern Great Plains and one on sagebrush birds.

Mexico: Critical Link for Conser vation

O

Our International Program continues to focus on the
conservation of Chihuahuan grasslands in Mexico, one
of the most vital and threatened ecosystems in North
America. These grasslands support more than 90% of
grassland bird species from the western Great Plains
during the non-breeding season. Grasslands cover
less than 10% of the Chihuahuan Desert region and are
increasingly being lost due to cropland conversion and
shrub encroachment. The significant concentration
of grasslands birds into this region in winter, coupled
with the extensive loss of habitat both past and present,
point to a major bottleneck in the life-cycle of migratory
grassland birds on their wintering grounds, and a possible
explanation for their decline.

efforts, we are discovering important areas for steeply
declining species like Baird’s and Grasshopper Sparrows,
increasing our understanding of rare species like Mountain
Plover and Long-billed Curlew, learning about winter
habitat requirements of ecological specialists like
Chestnut-collared Longspur and Sprague’s Pipit, and
gaining insight into factors that limit overwinter survival of
grassland species like Vesper Sparrow. This information is
essential for building a sound scientific basis for advancing
strategic habitat conservation in the region. Work in
Mexico requires cooperation with landowners, thus we
are engaging this key constituent, building a foundation
for collaboration with those who ultimately control the
fate of Mexico’s desert grasslands.

Winter Bird Monitoring
RMBO is the first organization to conduct wintering
grassland bird research at a scale and intensity that
covers the core range for most species. Through our

Local Conservation
In addition to our grasslands focus, RMBO continues to
support community-based efforts in Mexico that empower
local citizens to take a greater stake in conservation. In
El Cielo Biosphere Reserve in Tamaulipas, Mexico, we
are partnering with researchers from the Universidad
Autónoma de Tamaulipas and a local bird guiding

Chihuahuan grasslands, where many of our grassland
birds spend the winter.

Eco-tour participants spy a Boat-billed Heron.
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cooperative to measure
and engage partners in
overwinter survival of
habitat enhancement,
migrant and resident
restoration, and protection.
birds, strengthen reserve
Only through voluntary
management, and diversify
partnerships that meet
the livelihoods of local
the needs of both people
residents. In the Sierra
and wildlife can we
de Manantlán Biosphere
hope to stem the tide of
Reserve in Jalisco, Mexico,
Chihuahuan grassland loss
we are partnering with the
in time to make a difference
Universidad de Guadalajara
for declining grassland
Eco-tour participants observed a Slaty Vireo in the hand
to offer educational ecospecies.
at the Las Joyas banding station.
tours to see first-hand the
many migrant and resident bird species found in western
In western Mexico, we aim to engage government,
Mexico, and learn about the importance of this region for
academic, non-governmental agency, and community
North American bird conservation. Proceeds from these
partners to take a more proactive role in maintaining
trips support the University’s long-term bird research and
functional ecosystems, protecting key habitats, and
conservation programs, local communities, and RMBO’s
promoting sustainable use of natural resources. Lastly, we
work in this area.
plan to continue improving our scientific knowledge of
bird conservation needs, especially in Latin America, where
Identifying Priorities for Conservation
so much basic research remains to be done. These steps,
Prioritization of conservation actions, based on the
while only part of the solution, will help address some of
vulnerability of species, is an essential tool in bird
the most urgent and neglected bird conservation needs in
conservation. Since 1992, RMBO has played a major role
North America.
in the conservation assessment of birds in Canada, USA,
and Mexico. These assessments, which are conducted
in coordination with our partners and maintained by
RMBO, form the scientific underpinnings of state, regional,
national, and continental conservation plans that prioritize
actions for birds. In 2009, we also coauthored the first-ever
tri-national assessment and analysis of the continent’s
landbirds, which will be released in 2010 as part of Partners
in Flight’s Tri-national Vision: Saving our Shared Birds.
Future
While we made significant strides in 2009, much, much
more needs to be done. In the Chihuahuan grasslands,
we aim to identify critical areas for conservation and
increase international awareness about the plight of these
important grasslands. Next, we envision establishing
a conservation presence in key grassland areas by
deploying biologists with expertise in range management
and outreach to build local support for conservation

Birds funnel from their breeding grounds across the U.S.
and Canada and concentrate on their wintering grounds
in Mexico. Adapted from Berlanga et al. 2010.

“This project changed my life”, said Jose Hugo Martinez Guerrero, after working
on RMBO’s Chihuahuan grassland wintering bird survey. A game biologist with the
Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango, Jose Hugo is now leading a study on Baird’s
Sparrow, a species that has declined by nearly 80% since 1966. Baird’s Sparrow winters
entirely in the western Chihuahuan Desert and Sierra Madre Occidental, but it has never
been studied in Mexico. As part of his work toward his PhD, Jose Hugo is describing the
species’ wintering ecology in his home state of Durango, where it is locally common.
He has already documented previously unknown habitats and behaviors of this poorly
known species. He is also committed to conservation. “All the data I collect is to help
conserve the species,” he says. “I am so thankful for RMBO’s support.”

D o nors & M e mbe r s
We greatly appreciate all the gifts of time, energy, and funds we received in 2009 from the following supporters:
Tom and Isabel Abbott
Bonnie Adamson
Terri Ahern
Peter & Linda Alexander
Betty Ambler
Jane Anderson
Keith Anderson
Meredith & Mario Anderson
Kent Armstrong
Gerhard Assenmacher
Julia Auckland
Jane Axtell
Kaye Bache-Snyder
Robert Backus
Bonnie Bailey
Robert Baron
Ursula Barsch
Corrine & Joe Bartell
Marda Barthuli
Karen Baud
Tom & Jeanne Baur
Carol Beidleman
Richard Beidleman
Charles & Nancy Bell
Thomas & Jacqueline Bennett
Robert Berry
Mary Jane Black
Scott & Carol Blackard
Chris Blakeslee
David & Susanna Bolton
Susan & David Bonfield
Ann Bonnell
Kent Borges & Stephanie Dicenzo
Maggie Boswell
Brock Bowles
Marlane Bozzi
Denise & Mark Bretting
Glenda Brown & Randy Siebert
Steven Brown
Lori Brummer
Diane Buell
Tamie Bulow
Nicole Buyck
Deb Callahan
Minerva Canavan
Cynthia Carr
Kathleen & David Carr
Maggie Carter
Lori Chappell
Sue Clasen
Carol Cochran
Irwin H. & Adelaide Cohen
Cathy Cole

Jack Collom & Jennifer Heath
James & Laura Commers
John Connell
Gary Conover
Jacob Cooper
Mary Corrow
Kevin & Connie Corwin
Carole Cotham-Machala
Dr. & Mrs. Edward B. Crane
Neal & Ann Creswell
Amanda & Bill Cronin
Mike W. Crosby & Family
Doris Cruze
Barbara Cummings
Tim & Janet Davis
Cheryl & Bill Day
Madeline Day
Steve Deitemeyer
Bob & Kathy DeLara
Coen Dexter & Brenda Wright
Mike & Nancy Diefenderfer
Ferd & Jo Dirckx
Andrew Dolan
Patricia Donovan
James Duggan
Terry Dunn
Debra Eberts
Donald and Kathleen Ehrenberger
Annikki Elkind
Fred & Tena Engelman, Jr.
Fran Enright
Matthew Familetto
Doug & Elena Faulkner
Warren Finch
Paula Fischer & Billy Helmich
David & Margaret Fletcher
Margie & Alan Folkestad
Jeremy & Angela Foster
Dorothy Fuchtman
Dolores Gable
Nelda & John Gamble
Carolyn Gard
Peter Gent
Martin Gerra
Viola J. Geslin
Galen Gibson
Dr.Diane E. Gilles & Dr. Stephen C.
Johnson
Scott Gillihan & Brenda Martin
Nadine & Roman Glemba
Brian Glover
Patricia & S.I. Goodman
Gregg & Temar Goodrich

Mark & Barb Gorges
Ann & Mike Groshek
Debra Grove
Bill & JoAnn Hackos
Rachel & Giora Hahn
Joanne Haller
Dan Hamilton
Dorothy & Clyde Hampton
Jean Hancock
Susan Harris
Barbara Hawke
Kathryn Hawkins
Phil Hayes
Jane Heinz
Norma Heinz
Arun Hejmadi & Patricia Lyall
Ron Hellbusch
Mike & Janet Henwood
Steve Herbener
Don Hijar & David Moore
Allison Hilf
David Hill
Ann & Wilmer Hines
Sharon Hobbs
Doug & Jan Hodous
Barbara Holme
Janis Huggins
Chuck Hundertmark & Marjorie Jannotta
William C. Hunter
Walter Hurst
Diane Hutton
Sally Isaacson
Anne James
Todd Jensen
Tom Johnson
Tina Jones
Vicky & Rick Jordan
Marjorie Joy
Jan Justice-Waddington
Robert & Joy Kaylor
Mary Keithler
Joey Kellner
Michael Kiessig
Chas Killick
Kelly Kimple
Hugh & Urling Kingery
Nyla Kladder
Barbara Klaus
Anna Carol Klemme
William & Miriam Klingsporn
Lucile Knaus
Katie & Jeff Koch
Nic & Mary Korte

We make every effort to maintain accurate and up-to-date records. If you were a member or donor in 2009 and your name does
not appear on this list, we apologize. Please let us know by e-mailing your information to james.pauley@rmbo.org
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Hod Kosman
Tom Kozan
Kent & Elizabeth Kreider
Dorothy Krimm
Janet Ruth & David Krueper
Alice Kruse
Catherine Labio
Arlene & James Larson
Christine Leahy
Kathyrn LeDonne
Hope Leighton
Donna Levene
A. Sylvia Lewis
Norman Lewis, Jr.
Barb Lovick
Diane Luck & David Elwonger
Linda Luther
Donald & Joan Lutze
Kathanne Lynch
Gary & Cherie MacDonald
Beth Madden
Marcia Maeda
Debra Dreese Mallory
Steve & Kathy Martin
Stephen Matthews
Roger & Barbara Mattison
John & Virginia Maynard
Marilyn McBirney
Meredith McBurney
Martha McCauley
Tish McDaniel
Merrye McGilvray
David Mehlman
Nancy Merrill
Tim Merriman & Lisa Brochu
Karen & Kenneth Metz
Patricia Meyers
Warren & Maude Michelsen
Christian Michelson
Ron & Jeannie Mitchell
Jeffrey Modesitt
Larry & Abby Modesitt
Robert Moston
Skip & Della Mottram
Donal Mullineaux
Mary Lynn Munro
Pamela Munroe
Tamara Naumann
Duane Nelson
Lori & K.F. Nielsen
Kayleen A. Niyo
Christine Nyholm
Darrin O’Brien
George Ogura, MD
Thomas Parchman
Brent Parker
David Pashley
Richard & Karen Paul
Gregory Pavelka
Richard Payne
Duke & Janet Phillips

Thea Phinney
Lou Picher
Eleanor Pickering
Peter Plage
Suzi & Myron Plooster
Sally Plummer
Christopher Pope
Dick Pratt Trudy Wayne
Joseph Prentice
Stephen & Suzy Price
Melinda Quiat
C.J. & Carol Ralph
John Ranlett
Toni Rautus
Bayard Rea
Terry Rich
Bob Righter
Laurie Rink
Margaret Roberts
Andrea Robinsong
Joe Roller, MD
Sharon Rouse
Anne Ruggles & Donald Hampton
Richard Scales
Melissa M. Schell
Mark Schmidtbauer
Bill Schmoker
Ruth Schoening
Julie & John Schroeder
Beverly Sears
Kenneth Lamkin & Susan Seeds
Paul Shannon
Alice Sharp
Dean Sheldon
Jerry & Janet Shin
Kent Simon
Paul & Bea Slingsby
Arthur Smith
Jean Smith
Larry Snyder
Shaaron Solove
Shari Southard
Raymond Sperger
Frances Sperl
Steve Stachowiak and Melody Egge
Helen Stenmark
Jeff Stephenson
Leslie Stewart-Phelps
Carl & Cherry Stogsdill
Harriet Stratton
Terry Stuart
Russ & Sue Stuska
Margaret Stuvel
Earl Sutherland
Marleen Swalm
Sister Mary Walter Swann
Dean & Pattie Swift
Wendy Sydow
Catherine Symchych
Warren Taylor, PhD
Evelyn Tepe
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William Theimer, Jr.
Greg Thomas
Shirley Thompson
Charles & Jennifer Thornton-Kolbe
John Tilton
Candace Tomlinson
Jeff Tracy & Anne Radford
Jean Van Loan
Ron Van Ommeren
Tammy & Kurt VerCauteren
Diane Wagner
Bruce & Donna Walgren
Bob Warner
Ed Warner & Jackie Erikson
Carley Warren
Jean Watson
Tiffany Watts
Matthew Webb
Dave Weber
Manly & Nancy Weidman
James Welsh
William West
Stuart White
Jack & Joan Whiting
Troy Whitmore
James & Carrie Wilkins
Lynn & Elizabeth Willcockson
Lisa Williams
Charles & Ida Wilson
Larry & Roni Wilson
Michael Phillip Wilson & Barb Nabors
Donald & Eleanor Wolf
Deneb Woods
Marvin Woolf
Mary Jo Wright
Bill & Suzanne Wuerthele
Eric Zorawowicz

The following donors made gifts of at
least $500 in 2009:
The A
 rchie W & Grace Berry
Foundation
Enterprise Holdings
The Lorber Foundation
The D
 ellora A. & Lester J. Norris
Foundation
The Warner Family Charitable Fund
Dan & Marilyn Dubitzky
James O. Duggan
Scott Gillihan & Brenda Martin
Meredith McBurney
Larry & Abby Modesitt
Thomas Parchman
Joe Roller, MD
Catherine Symchych
Jack & Joan Whiting
Troy Whitmore

Partn e rs an d Fund e r s
We thank the following partners and funders who supported our conservation work in 2009:
Adams County Open Space
Air Academy High School
American Bird Conservancy
Association of Fish & Wildlife Agencies
Audubon Society of Greater Denver
Audubon Wyoming
Avian Knowledge Alliance
Barr Lake State Park
The Binky Foundation
Bird Education Alliance for Conservation
Bird Studies Canada
Black Canyon Audubon Society
Branson Trinchera Conservation District
Bureau of Land Management
Butterfly Pavilion
Canadian Wildlife Service
Chadron State College
Chadron State Park
Chatfield State Park
Chico Basin Ranch
Citizens of the Scientific & Cultural Facilities District
City of Fort Collins Natural Areas Program
City of Fort Collins Utilities Department
Colorado Association of Conservation Districts
Colorado Chautauqua Association
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Colorado Field Ornithologists
Colorado Mountain Club
Colorado Natural Heritage Program
Colorado State Parks
Colorado State University
Commission for Environmental Cooperation
CONABIO
ConocoPhillips
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Ducks Unlimited
Eagle Optics
EnCana Oil and Gas USA
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Environment for the Americas
Environmental Protection Agency
Farm Service Agency
Friends of Dinosaur Ridge
The Front Range Birding Company
Grand Valley Audubon Society
Hudson Gardens and Event Center
Institute for Bird Populations
Intermountain West Joint Venture
Jefferson County Open Space
Jones and Jones Architects
Klamath Bird Observatory
Montana Fish, Wildlife, & Parks
National Association for Interpretation
National Audubon Society
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation

National Park Service
National Wild Turkey Federation
Natural Resources Conservation Service
The Nature Conservancy
The Nature Conservancy - Chihuahua
Nebraska Bird Partnership
Nebraska Educational Service Unit #13
Nebraska Environmental Trust Fund
Nebraska Forest Service
Nebraska Game & Parks Commission
Nebraska National Forest
Nikon
North Platte Natural Resources District
Northern Great Plains Joint Venture
Partners in Flight
Pheasants Forever
Playa Lakes Joint Venture
PRBO Conservation Science
Profauna - Coahuila
Pronatura Noreste
Pronatura Noroeste
Pronatura Sur
Ranchlands Learning & Research Center
Ridgeway State Park
Rio Grande Joint Venture
Rio Grande Research Center (Sul Ross State University)
Riverside Zoo
S&S Optika
Sandhills Task Force
Scientific & Cultural Collaborative
Sonoran Joint Venture
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish & Parks
South Platte Natural Resources District
The Tamarisk Coalition
Three Rivers Alliance
Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León
Universidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas
Universidad de Guadalajara
Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango
University of Nebraska Extension
Upper Niobrara-White Natural Resources District
USDA Forest Service
USDA Forest Service International Program
US Department of Defense
US Fish & Wildlife Service
USFWS Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation Act
US Geological Survey
USGS Bird Banding Laboratory
Wild Birds Unlimited
Wildcat Hills Audubon
Wildcat Hills Recreation Area
The Wildlife Experience
World Wildlife Fund
Wyoming Game & Fish Department
Wyoming Natural Diversity Database
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Fina nc es
Revenue

2008

2009

Contributions

27,695

37,790

Contracts & grants 92.9%

Memberships

17,853

14,878

SCFD 4.1%

134,099

104,634

Other 1.0%

1,952,749

2,390,867

Contributions 1.5%

7,198

25,584

Memberships 0.6%

2,139,594

2,573,753

Scientific & Cultural
Facilities District (SCFD)
Contracts and grants
Other
Total revenue

Expenses
Program
General and administrative

2008

2009

1,663,474

2,301,169

315,775

346,643

Fundraising and development
Total expenses

11,394
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2,664,670

Program 86.4%
General & admin 13.0%
Fundraising &
development 0.6%
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Volun teers
A hearty thank-you to the following individuals who donated their time and talents to RMBO:
Susan Allerton
Meredith Anderson
Larry Arnold
Kathy Baud
Bill Bell
Chuck Bell
Nathan Berry
Loni Beyer
Jennifer Bohn
Ann Bond
Ann Bonnell
Bob Bradley
Cameron Brantley
Michelle Brantley
Leon Bright
Glenda Brown
Steve Brown
Lori Brummer
Chris Bryant
Diane Buell
Tom Bush
Nicole Buyck
Rich Carpenter
Duane Carr
Mike Carter
Sydney Carter
Drew Cashman
Dave Christians
Donna Christians
Chip Clouse
Carol Cochran
Mathew Coen
Marilyn Colyer
Frances Commercon
Jim Compton
Jacob Cooper
Meg Cooper
Kevin Corwin
Jerry Craig
Mike Crosby
Art Dahl
Bill Day
Cheryl Day
Steve Deitemeyer
Kathy DeLara
Coen Dexter
Matt Dubitzky
Jim Duggan

Terry Dunn
Ken Ecton
Bell Eden
Lorie Everman
Warren Finch
Paula Fischer
Dave Fletcher
Mike Foster
Dave Galinat
John Gamble
Nelda Gamble
Jim Gano
Alex Gendernalik
Janet George
Johannes Gessler
Seraina Gessler
Jane Gidlewski
Michelle Giroir
Nadine Glemba
Roman Glemba
Ren Gobris
Mackenzie Goldthwait
Taylor Gorman
Joe Gren
Linda Groat
Debra Grove
Dave Grunzel
Carolyn Gunn
Joanne Haller
Anna Hartley
Christian Hartley
Dillon Hartley
Dustin Hartley
Harold Hartley
Jared Hartley
Rachel Hartman
Alison Hazel
Billy Helmick
Mike Henwood
Mindy Hetrick
Terri Hicks-Anderson
Allison Hilf
Dona Hilkey
Dean Hill
Mona Hill
Sue Hirshman
Mack Hitch
Jill Holden

Andy Holland
Charles Hopton
Evelyn Horn
Peggy Houchin
Jennifer Hufnagle
Barbara Hughes
Beth Humphrey
Chuck Hundertmark
Sherri Huwer
Jennifer Hyypio
Joe Jacques
Marjorie Jannotta
Pam Johnson
Clint Jones
Dale Jones
Jeff Jones
Stephen Jones
Tina Jones
Marie-Melissa
Kalarmaras
Joey Kellner
Cindi Kelly
Alice Kenitz
Michael Kiessig
Hugh Kingery
David Klute
Silja Knoll
Connie Kogler
Nic Korte
Kathy Kuyper
Ron Lambeth
Kitty LeDonne
Gary Lefko
Karen Levad
Donna Levene
Tom Litteral
Bob Loomis
Forrest Luke
Linda Luther
Jessica Lux
Marcia Maeda
Brian Magee
Debra Mallory
Edna Mason
Gary Mattes
Kylie Mattes
Veronica Mattes
Meredith McBurney

Tom McConnell
Marrye McGilvray
Stan McGrew
Deanna Meinke
Gary Meinke
Mary Menz
Erik Meriwether
Karen Metz
Nancy Miksch
Lucinda Miller
Melissa Miller
Clay Mitchell
Larry Modesitt
Amanda Morrison
Susan Morrison
SeEtta Moss
Bob Moston
Susie Mottashed
David Moulton
Tresa Moulton
Sue Mozian
Vicki Munroe
Duane Nelson
Mark Niemeyer
Daniell Nix
Tom Nix
Shawn Nowlan
Betty Oliver
Harold Oliver
Ric Olson
Ken Pals
Tom Parchman
Brad Parks
Todd Patrick
Johanna Payne
Sarah Phillips
Nathan Pieplow
Kim Potter
Derek Recker
Jan Rees
John Rees
Mark Richman
Andrea Robinsong
Glenn Rodriguez
Joe Roller
Pam Roth
Nina Routh
David Rozean

Niki Rozean
Krista Rudlinger
Dottie Russell
Bill Schmoker
Larry Semo
David Severance
Karen Shramo
Josh Shramo
Virginia Simmons
Robert Skorkowsky
Roger Sleeper
Paul Slingsby
Kevin Smith
Sarah Smith
Chuck Spinella
Kathy Spinella
Heather Stevens
Mark Stevens
Harriet Stevenson
Kari Stiles
Margaret Strange
Doreen Sumerlin
D. Jean Tate
Warren Taylor
Jennifer Thieme
Lois Vanek
Ron Van Ommeren
Linda Vidal
Scott Wait
Peter Walker
Jim Walter
Tiffany Watts
Matt Webb
Katie Weeks
Jim Welch
Jack Whiting
Ann Wichmann
Lisa Williams
Mike Wilson
Nancy Wilson
Steven Woodruff
Ronda Woodward
Brenda Wright
Larry Zanetell
Mike Zeman
Vic Zerbi
Kathy Zlomke

We make every effort to maintain accurate and up-to-date records. If you were a volunteer in 2009 and your name does not
appear on this list, we apologize. Please let us know by e-mailing your information to james.pauley@rmbo.org
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Board of
Directors

S t af f

Charles Bell, Vice-Chair (term ended in Nov)
Carol Cochran, Ph.D., Vice-Chair (elected in Nov)
Steven W. Deitemeyer, CF
Charles Hundertmark, Chairman (term ended in Nov)
Linda Luther, MBA, CPA, FLMI
Larry Modesitt, MBA, CQE, CTP, Chairman (elected in Nov)
Shawn Nowlan, J.D., LLM
Joe Roller, M.D.
Larry Semo
D. Jean Tate, Ph.D.
Warren Taylor, Ph.D., Secretary (re-elected in Nov)
Tiffany Watts, CPA

The mission of the Rocky Mountain Bird
Observatory is to conserve birds and their
habitats.
We work throughout the western United
States and across international boundaries,
emphasizing Mexico, the single most
important country for our wintering migrant
species. RMBO uses a full-circle approach
to achieve its mission: Our programs — in
science, education, and stewardship — are
linked to one another in a unique way that
drives our conservation actions.

Brighton Office:
Linda Detroy Alexander, Communications Specialist
Cassy Bohnet, Education Assistant
Karri Claridge, Accounting Assistant
Kacie Ehrenberger, Education and Outreach Director
Nelda Gamble, Bald Eagle Watch Coordinator
Nancy Gobris, Banding Coordinator
Jim Pauley, Accounting Manager
Fort Collins Office:
Tammy VerCauteren, Executive Director
Jenny Berven, Northern Goshawk Project Coordinator
Loni Beyer, International Program Biologist
Jeff Birek, Science Biologist
Jennifer Blakesley, Ph.D., Biometrician
Alison Cariveau, Research Division Director
Nancy Drilling, South Dakota Colonial Waterbird
Project Coordinator
Seth Gallagher, Stewardship Division Director
David Hanni, Science Division Director
Kathy Herbener, Playa Wetlands Researcher
Greg Levandoski, Chihuauhuan Desert Project Manager
Ross Lock, Mountain Plover Project Manager
Arvind Panjabi, International Program Director
David Pavlacky, Ph.D., Biometrician
Laura Quattrini, Stewardship Biologist
Jora Rehm-Lorber, Science Biologist
Chandman Sambuu, Computer Support Specialist
Rob Sparks, Biologist/Information Management
Specialist
Chris White, Science Biologist
Nebraska Office:
Bart Bly, Nebraska Prairie Partners Coordinator
Amanda Filipi, Nebraska Prairie Partners Educator
Andrew Pierson, Coordinating Wildlife Biologist
Travis Runia, Farm Bill Biologist
Larry Snyder, Nebraska Prairie Partners Assistant
West Slope:
Jason Beason, Special Monitoring Projects Coordinator
Private Lands Wildlife Biologists:
Corey Kanuckel, Durango, CO
Patty Knupp, Pueblo, CO
Noe Marymor, Greeley, CO
Brandon Miller, Steamboat Springs, CO

For more information about RMBO, or to
offer your support, please visit our website at
www.rmbo.org or call our Brighton office at
303-659-4348. Thank you!
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Conserving birds and their habitats

14500 Lark Bunting Lane
P.O. Box 1232
Brighton, CO 80601-1232
www.rmbo.org

